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BIOSECURITY AND AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT BILL 2006 
Council’s Amendments 

Amendments made by the Council now considered. 

Consideration in Detail 

The amendments made by the Council were as follows - 

No 1 

Clause 3, page 2, after line 22 - To insert -  

(c) the Environmental Protection Act 1986; 

No 2 

Clause 3, page 3, line 1 - To delete “If” and insert instead -  

Except as provided in section 39(3), if 

No 3 

Clause 5, page 3, line 11 - To delete “and viticulture,” and insert instead -  

, viticulture and the raising or supply of plants or animals, 

No 4 

Clause 5, page 4, after line 20 - To insert -  

“Authority” means the Western Australian Agriculture Authority established under 
section 150; 

No 5 

Clause 5, page 4, before line 21 - To insert - 

“biosecurity” means protection from the adverse effect an organism has or may have on -  

(a) another organism; or 

(b) a human being; or 

(c) the environment, or part of the environment; or 

(d) agricultural activities, fishing or pearling activities, or related commercial 
activities carried on, or intended to be carried on, in the State or part of the 
State;  

No 6 

Clause 5, page 9, after line 12 - To insert - 

“Land Titles Register” means the Register as defined in the Transfer of Land Act 1893; 

No 7 

Clause 5, page 9, lines 28 and 29 - To delete the lines. 

No 8 

Clause 6, page 14, lines 20 and 21 - To delete “specified by the regulations” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 9 

Clause 12, page 18, lines 26 and 27 - To delete “, other than a declaration relating to a fish,”. 

No 10 

Clause 12, page 18, line 28 to page 19, line 1 - To delete the lines. 

No 11 

Clause 12, page 19, line 2 - To delete “other”. 

No 12 
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Clause 12, page 19, lines 8 to 16 - To delete the lines. 

No 13 

Clause 13, page 19, lines 18 to 19 - To delete “has not been declared as a permitted organism or as a 
prohibited organism” and insert instead -  

is not a permitted organism or a declared pest 

No 14 

Clause 21, page 24, lines 6 and 7 - To delete “, other than a declaration relating to a fish,”. 

No 15 

Clause 21, page 24, lines 8 and 9 - To delete the lines. 

No 16 

Clause 21, page 24, lines 16 to 24 - To delete the lines. 

No 17 

Clause 23, page 26, lines 10 and 11 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

(c) a potential carrier of an organism that is -  

(i) a declared pest for the first-mentioned area; and 

(ii) prescribed by the regulations or specified in the management plan. 

No 18 

Clause 23, page 26, lines 24 and 25 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

(c) a potential carrier of an organism that is -  

(i) a declared pest for the area; and 

(ii) prescribed by the regulations or specified in the management plan. 

No 19 

Clause 27, page 29, line 21 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 20 

Clause 28, page 29, line 27 to page 30, line 6 - To delete the lines. 

No 21 

Clause 29, page 31, lines 9 to 18 - To delete the lines. 

No 22 

Clause 31, page 33, line 27 to page 34, line 6 - To delete the lines. 

No 23 

Clause 36, page 36, line 29 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 24 

Clause 51, page 43, line 10 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 

No 25 

Clause 51, page 43, line 14 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 

No 26 

Clause 51, page 43, line 25 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 
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No 27 

Clause 51, page 43, line 28 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 

No 28 

Clause 51, page 43, line 29 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 

No 29 

Clause 51, page 44, line 6 - To delete “memorial” and insert instead - 

notification 

No 30 

Clause 51, page 44, lines 8 and 9 - To delete “notice of release in respect of the memorial is registered 
by the Registrar of Titles” and insert instead - 

removal of notification is registered under that section 

No 31 

Clause 51, page 44, line 9 - To insert after “owner” - 

or occupier 

No 32 

Clause 54, page 45, line 2 - To delete “memorial” and insert instead - 

notification 

No 33 

Clause 54, page 45, line 5 - To delete “memorial” and insert instead - 

notification 

No 34 

Clause 54, page 45, lines 6 and 7 - To delete “notice of release in respect of the memorial” and insert 
instead - 

removal of notification 

No 35 

Clause 55, page 45, lines 8 to 25 - To delete the clause. 

No 36 

Clause 74, page 63, line 14 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 37 

Clause 75, page 63, line 21 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 38 

Clause 77, page 64, line 31 - To delete “or potential carrier” and insert instead - 

, potential carrier, agricultural product, animal feed, fertiliser, chemical product or other 
substance or thing 

No 39 

Clause 77, page 64, lines 31 and 32 - To delete “the organism or potential carrier” and insert instead - 

it 

No 40 

Clause 78, page 65, line 29 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 
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prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 41 

Clause 80, page 67, line 18 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 42 

Clause 83, page 68, line 14 - To delete “specify circumstances” and insert instead - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 43 

Clause 86, page 70, line 24 - To delete “specify circumstances” - 

prescribe circumstances relating to a matter of emergency or urgent need 

No 44 

Clause 93, page 73, line 4 - To delete “individual” and insert instead -  

person 

No 45 

Clause 94, page 73, after line 19 - To insert - 

(2) If the Director General is to take remedial action under section 37 or 87 or under the 
regulations, an inspector may exercise any of the powers specified in section 65(1)(b), 
(c), (d), (e) and (f) that are necessary or expedient for the purposes of taking the 
remedial action, as if the remedial action were an inspection purpose. 

No 46 

Clause 94, page 73, after line 21 - To insert - 

(a) the procedure for taking remedial action; 

No 47 

Clause 95, page 74, lines 11 to 15 - To delete the lines. 

No 48 

Clause 97, page 75, lines 7 to 9 - To delete the lines. 

No 49 

Clause 97, page 75, line 10 - To delete “may” and insert instead - 

is to 

No 50 

Clause 97, page 75, line 11 - To delete “other”. 

No 51 

Clause 97, page 75, lines 13 and 14 - To delete “notice of release from the charge and the notice” and 
insert instead - 

withdrawal of the memorial and the withdrawal 

No 52 

Clause 97, page 75, lines 15 to 24 - To delete the lines. 

No 53 

Clause 98, page 75, line 29 - To delete “powers” and insert instead - 

functions 

No 54 

Clause 98, page 76, line 4 - To delete “powers” and insert instead - 

functions 
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No 55 

Clause 98, page 76, line 10 - To delete “powers” and insert instead - 

functions 

No 56 

Clause 98, page 76, after line 12 - To insert - 

(4) The Director General must not exercise a power of sale in relation to land referred to 
in this section unless the Director General is satisfied that other reasonable means of 
recovering the amount charged on the land have been exhausted. 

(5) The existence of a charge or registration of a memorial of a charge on land does not 
affect the Director General’s discretion to proceed for recovery of the unpaid amount 
in proceedings unrelated to the charge. 

No 57 

Clause 100, page 77, lines 4 and 5 - To delete “give a notice of release to the owner of the land to be 
lodged for registration under section 101” and insert instead - 

lodge a withdrawal of memorial with the Registrar of Titles 

No 58 

Clause 101, page 77, after line 8 - To insert the following - 

(1) In this Division -  

“land document” means -  

(a) a notification or removal of notification lodged with the Registrar of 
Titles under Part 3 Division 1; or 

(b) a memorial or withdrawal of memorial lodged with the Registrar of 
Titles under Part 4 Division 6; 

“register”, in relation to a land document, means -  

(a) endorse the particulars of the document on the certificate of title for 
the land to which the document relates; and  

(b) register or enter the particulars of the document in the Land Titles 
Register; 

No 59 

Clause 101, page 77, lines 9 to 10 - To delete “A memorial or notice lodged with the Registrar of Titles 
under this Act” and insert instead - 

A land document 

No 60 

Clause 101, page 77, lines 12 and 13 - To delete “memorials and notices lodged with the Registrar 
under this Act” and insert instead - 

land documents 

No 61 

Clause 101, page 77, line 15 - To delete “form” and insert instead - 

land document 

No 62 
Clause 101, page 77, line 17 - To delete “memorial or notice” and insert instead - 

land document 

No 63 
Clause 101, page 77, lines 18 and 19 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

(3) The Registrar of Titles may, on the lodging of a land document and payment of any 
relevant fee, register the document. 
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No 64 
Clause 102, page 77, line 21 - To delete “The registration of a memorial or notice under this Act” and 
insert instead - 

A land document registered under section 101 

No 65 
Clause 102, page 77, line 22 - To delete “and registration fees”. 

No 66 

Clause 103, page 77, line 24 - To delete “or notice in relation to land is registered” and insert instead - 

is registered under section 101 

No 67 

Clause 108, page 79, line 27 - To insert after “section 71” -  

 , in relation to an offence committed under this Act 

No 68 

Clause 108, page 79, line 29 - To delete “under this Act”. 

No 69 

Clause 121, page 88, line 24 - To delete “Unless the contrary is proved” and insert instead - 

In the absence of evidence to the contrary 

No 70 

Clause 121, page 88, line 30 - To delete “Unless the contrary is proved” and insert instead - 

In the absence of evidence to the contrary 

No 71 

Clause 123, page 89, lines 26 to 29 - To delete the lines. 

No 72 

Clause 123, page 90, line 15 - To delete “unless the contrary is proved, evidence” and insert instead - 

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, proof 

No 73 

Clause 129, page 93, lines 8 to 10 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

“operating account” means an agency special purpose account established and maintained 
under the Financial Management Act 2006 section 16; 

No 74 

Clause 134, page 95, line 21 - To delete “that”. 

No 75 

Clause 139, page 99, line 9 - To delete “Fund” and insert instead - 

Account 

No 76 

Clause 139, page 99, line 18 - To delete “Fund” and insert instead - 

Account 

No 77 

Clause 141, page 99, lines 29 and 30 - To delete “a sector of agricultural activity specified in the 
regulations” and insert instead - 

a prescribed sector of agricultural activity 

No 78 

Clause 141, page 100, line 6 - To delete “management” and insert instead - 
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activity 

No 79 

Clause 145, page 102, line 21 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 80 

Clause 145, page 102, line 27 - To insert after “control of” - 

, or for the advancement and improvement of control measures for, 

No 81 

Clause 145, page 102, line 27 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 82 
Clause 145, page 103, line 6 - To delete “Fund” and insert instead - 

Account 

No 83 
Clause 145, page 103, line 6 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 84 
Clause 145, page 103, line 21 - To delete “Fund” and insert instead - 

Account 

No 85 
Clause 145, page 103, line 31 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 86 
Clause 147, page 104, line 25 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 87 
Clause 147, page 104, line 28 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

No 88 
Division 1 Heading, page 107, lines 2 and 3 - To delete “Minister and the Western Australian 
Agriculture Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Western Australian Agriculture Authority 
No 89 

Clause 150, page 107, line 5 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 90 
Clause 150, page 107, line 7 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 91 
Clause 150, page 107, line 9 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 92 
Clause 150, page 107, line 11 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 
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Authority 

No 93 
Clause 150, page 107, line 12 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 94 
Clause 151, page 107, lines 14 to 24 - To delete the clause and substitute the following clause - 

151. Purpose of Western Australian Agriculture Authority 
The Authority is established -  
(a) to further and promote the best interests of biosecurity and agriculture 

management; and 
(b) to perform such other functions as are conferred on it under this or any other 

Act. 

No 95 

Clause 152, page 108, line 4 - To insert after “arrangement” - 

but does not include a research body 

No 96 

Clause 152, page 108, after line 14 - To insert - 

“research body” means a body, whether incorporated or not, which -  

(a) has its principal office within the Commonwealth; and 

(b) has among its principal objects the carrying out of research, investigation, 
inquiries or studies into biosecurity, agricultural activities or management or 
related matters within the Commonwealth. 

No 97 

Clause 152, page 108, before line 15 - To insert - 

(2) The Authority has all the powers it needs to perform its functions. 

No 98 
Clause 152, page 108, lines 15 and 16 - To delete “Minister may, for the purpose of furthering the best 
interests of biosecurity or agriculture management” and insert instead - 

Authority may 

No 99 
Clause 152, page 108, line 20 - To insert after “concern” - 

or research body 

No 100 
Clause 152, page 108, line 21 - To insert after “concern” - 

or research body 

No 101 
Clause 152, page 108, lines 24 and 25 - To delete “that relates to that purpose” and insert instead -  

and, for that purpose, apply for, hold, receive, exploit and dispose of any intellectual property 

No 102 
Clause 152, page 108, line 29 - To delete “Minister” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 103 
Clause 152, page 109, lines 3 and 4 - To delete the lines. 

No 104 
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Clause 153, page 109, line 6 - To delete “Minister” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 105 
Clause 153, page 109, line 7 - To delete “the Minister” and insert instead - 

in relation to a business concern, the Authority 

No 106 
Clause 153, page 109, line 11 - To delete “or is of a kind referred to in section 155”. 

No 107 
Clause 153, page 109, line 13 - To delete “Minister” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 108 
Clause 153, page 109, line 16 - To delete “Minister” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 109 

Clause 154, page 109, lines 19 to 26 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

(1) Any intellectual property, or right to apply for, hold, receive, exploit or dispose of 
intellectual property, that the State acquires on or after the day on which this section 
comes into operation is, by operation of this section, assigned to the Authority. 

(2) In subsection (1) -  

“intellectual property” means intellectual property -  

(a) created in the course of the performance of functions under 
this Act; or 

(b) otherwise created in the course of the performance of 
functions by a person in that person’s capacity as a person 
employed or engaged in the department. 

No 110 

Clause 155, page 109, line 27 to page 110, line 18 - To delete the clause. 

No 111 

Clause 156, page 110, line 20 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 112 

Clause 156, page 110, line 21 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 113 

Clause 156, page 110, line 22 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 114 

Clause 156, page 110, line 24 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 115 

Clause 156, page 110, line 26 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 116 
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Clause 156, page 110, line 29 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 117 

Clause 156, page 110, line 30 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 118 

Clause 156, page 111, line 1 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 119 

Clause 156, page 111, line 4 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 120 

Clause 156, page 111, line 6 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 121 
Clause 156, page 111, lines 12 and 13 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 122 
Clause 156, page 111, line 16 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 123 
Clause 156, page 111, line 17 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 124 
Clause 156, page 111, line 20 - To delete “Ministerial Body’s” and insert instead - 

Authority’s 

No 125 
Clause 157, page 111, lines 31 and 32 - To delete “Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985” and 
insert instead - 

Financial Management Act 2006 

No 126 
Clause 157, page 112, lines 1 and 2 - To delete “Part II Division 14” and insert instead - 

Part 5 

No 127 
Clause 158, page 112, line 13 - To delete “may” and insert instead - 

must 

No 128 
Clause 178, page 122, lines 11 and 12 - To delete “business day 5 days” and insert instead - 

5th business day 

No 129 

Clause 178, page 122, line 15 - To delete “business day 10 days” and insert instead - 

10th business day 

No 130 
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Clause 182, page 123, line 15 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 131 

Clause 187, page 128, line 9 - To delete “Ministerial Body” and insert instead - 

Authority 

No 132 

Clause 187, page 128, lines 21 to 23 - To delete the lines. 

No 133 

Clause 189, page 129, line 15 - To delete “satisfied” and insert instead -  

advised by the Minister 

No 134 

Clause 189, page 129, line 19 - To delete “Governor is advised by the Minister that” and insert instead -  

organism 

No 135 

Clause 189, page 129, line 20 - To delete “the organism”. 

No 136 

Clause 189, page 129, line 22 - To delete “the organism”. 

No 137 

Clause 190, page 130, line 14 - To delete “specify” and insert instead - 

prescribe 

No 138 

Clause 193, page 132, line 11 - To insert after “affect” - 

the environment of the district, 

No 139 

Clause 194, page 133, lines 4 and 5 - To delete “the expiration of 10 years from” and insert instead - 

every 10th anniversary of 

No 140 

New clause 3, page 2, after line 7 - To insert the following new clause - 

3. Objects of Act 
(1) The objects of this Act are to provide effective biosecurity and agriculture 

management for the State by providing the means to -  

(a) control the entry, establishment, spread and impact of organisms 
that have or may have an adverse effect on -  

(i) other organisms; or 

(ii) human beings; or 

(iii) the environment or part of the environment; or 

(iv) agricultural activities, fishing or pearling activities, or 
related commercial activities, carried on, or intended to be 
carried on, in the State or part of the State; 

and 

(b) control the use of agricultural and veterinary chemicals; and 

(c) establish standards to ensure the safety and quality of agricultural 
products; and 
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(d) raise funds for biosecurity-related purposes. 

(2) Nothing in this Act empowers the regulation of diseases which affect only 
human health. 

No 141 

New clause 187, page 128, after line 4 - To insert the following new clause -  

187. Compliance statements 
(1) The Director General must prepare -  

(a) a statement for the period 1 January to 30 June in each year; and 

(b) a statement for the period 1 July to 30 December in each year, 

on the performance of public authorities that have failed to comply with a 
pest exclusion notice, section 29(2) or (3) or a pest control notice during that 
period. 

(2) Before preparing a statement the Director General must consult with each 
public authority whose performance is to be referred to in the statement. 

(3) Each statement is to be included in the department’s next annual report after 
the period for which it is prepared. 

(4) Each statement is to be given to the Minister not later than 3 months after the 
end of the period for which it is prepared. 

(5) The Minister must cause a copy of the statement to be laid before each 
House of Parliament, or dealt with under subsection (6), within 14 days after 
the report is received by the Minister. 

(6) If -  

(a) at the commencement of the period referred to in subsection (5) a 
House of Parliament is not sitting; and 

(b) the Minister is of the opinion that that House will not sit during that 
period, 

the Minister must transmit a copy of the statement to the Clerk of that 
House. 

(7) A copy of a statement transmitted to the Clerk of a House is to be regarded 
as having been laid before that House. 

(8) The laying of a copy of a direction that is regarded as having occurred under 
subsection (7) is to be recorded in the Minutes, or Votes and Proceedings, of 
the House on the first sitting day of the House after the Clerk received the 
copy. 

No 142 

Schedule 1, page 134, line 9 - To delete “specifying” and insert instead -  

prescribing 

No 143 

Schedule 1, page 135, line 11 - To delete “land” and insert instead - 

places 

No 144 

Schedule 1, page 136, line 2 - To delete “a notice” and insert instead - 

a land document 

No 145 

Schedule 1, page 136, after line 6 - To insert - 
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25. The use, management, supply, purchase, handling, movement and treatment of 
agricultural products, animal feeds, fertilisers and other things that are, or are 
reasonably suspected to be, contaminated. 

No 146 

Schedule 1, page 139, line 11 - To delete “specified” and insert instead - 

prescribed 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 1 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 2 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  I would like some clarification.  We are dealing with an amendment made by the 
Legislative Council.  I understand that my colleague may wish to speak to that amendment. 

Mr G. Snook:  We are on amendment 2. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Leave granted for amendments 3 to 11 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 3 to 11 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 12 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  This amendment makes a substantial deletion.  Can the parliamentary secretary explain the 
reason for the total deletion of this subclause of the bill? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  This is a recommendation of the upper house committee to delete the subclause 
governing consultation on a declaration in relation to a fish.  This will be covered by the same consultation as 
that which takes place on any other organism; that is, consultation with any minister with a relevant interest.  
Fish will basically be treated in the same way as any other organism. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  What was the reason that a specific reference to fish was inserted in the bill at the outset? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Originally, the Department of Fisheries indicated that it wanted to specifically be 
consulted on fish, and the Department of Environment and Conservation also indicated that it had an interest in 
fish, so it wanted it to be broader and the procedure to be standardised. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 
Leave granted for amendments 13 to 19 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 13 to 19 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 20 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  This amendment seeks to completely delete from line 27 on page 29 to line 6 on page 30.  
Once again, it is a substantial deletion.  Could the parliamentary secretary outline to the house what replaces this 
section?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I imagine that the member is fairly pleased with this deletion because we discussed this 
issue at length when we initially debated this bill.  The new clause is clause 187, which basically increases the 
obligation on the director general to report on the authority’s failure to comply.   

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.   
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Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 21 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Once again, I ask the parliamentary secretary to outline to the house what replaces this 
deletion.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It is clause 187.   

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 22 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Once again, does this amendment relate to the new clause 187?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Yes, amendment 22 is related to clause 187.  It is the same rationale and logic.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  Could the parliamentary secretary clarify what the new clause will do?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It is an amendment that the opposition was seeking when we last debated this legislation.  
It imposes an obligation on the director general to report to the minister every six months on the failure of a 
government authority to comply.   

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 23 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I ask for a clarification on this amendment.  We are changing “specify circumstances” to 
“prescribe circumstances” etc.  Could the parliamentary secretary give a technical or legal reason why that is 
necessary and the background for it?  Throughout the bill the word “specify” or “specifies” is changed to 
“prescribing”.  What is the reason for that and what is the application of it?  Is it a legal point or simply a 
technical point?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  This is a result of recommendation 6 of the standing committee.  The word “prescribe” 
has a specific meaning in relation to regulation whereas “specify” relates to any other document.   
Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.   
Leave granted for amendments 24 to 28 to be considered together. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendments 24 to 28 made by the Council be agreed to. 
Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to.   
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 29 made by the Council be agreed to. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  This is where we start to change the word “memorial” to “notification”.  I understand 
“memorial” means an attachment by legal terms to a title.  I have some concerns about the way this is replicated 
throughout the bill.  The parliamentary secretary will recall that I had fairly strong views about memorials and 
registering of interests on titles.  He will also recall that I was very keen to include in legislation the registration 
of a title of interests.  I am a little concerned about the change of this word to “notification”.  Does it carry the 
same consequence or in this case is this standing as a separate matter?  I have two different meanings and two 
different interpretations as to what this actually attempts to do.  Could the parliamentary secretary explain to the 
house the need for this and what this is attempting to do? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The rationale behind the change is to make the language that is used within the 
legislation consistent with the language that Landgate uses within its process and relevant legislation.  It matches 
the terminology within the legislation to Landgate practices.   

Mr G. SNOOK:  Am I on the right track when I am talking about the registering of other interests?  The 
parliamentary secretary may remember that I stated in my speech on the second reading that around 180 different 
agencies, authorities, organisations or interested parties can register interest in a title.  My aim is to see the 
utilisation of that registering of a memorial on a title.  Is the parliamentary secretary telling me that “notification” 
means exactly what “memorial” means?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  No, they do not mean exactly the same thing.  The term “notification” has a broader 
meaning than “memorial”.  It covers other things as well, but includes the meaning of the term “memorial”.   
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Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Can the parliamentary secretary define “memorial” and “notification”?  I am not convinced.  
I have discussed some issues concerning this bill.  I represent an agricultural region.  I note that National Party 
members are absent from the chamber so they are not representing the agricultural region in this debate.  I must 
speak for the agricultural region.  I need to take this back to my constituents.  We need to be very clear that the 
term “notification” is as encompassing as the term “memorial”.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  As I said, “memorial” has a narrow meaning; it registers and protects an interest on the 
title, whereas “notification” is a broader term that covers any other document that notifies a person about 
something that is relevant to the title.   

Mr G. SNOOK:  Clause 51 concerns chemical contamination and residue on land.  A notification would show 
that the department or another agency had imposed a residue management notice on a property.  Will this 
notification be registered on the title?  This is an example of what I was talking about during my contribution to 
the second reading debate about the notice that can be imposed on a property.  I imagine that the legal term for 
registering a notification on a title would be a “memorial”.  That is what I have been led to believe is the case.  
However, I understand that the parliamentary secretary is now saying that the notice of contamination on a 
property will be listed as a notification on the title and not a memorial.  Why not use the term “memorial”, which 
I have been advised is the normal process for indicating an interest, caveat, restriction or simple message on the 
title?  I assume that the parliamentary secretary is saying that that is now unnecessary and it will simply be a 
notification.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Again, it comes down to the definition of “notification” being broader than the definition 
of “memorial”.  A memorial is a restriction on what can be done with the land, whereas a notification simply 
notifies relevant information about the land.  In this case, it would concern a residue management notice.   

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  The change from “memorial” to “notification” did not come from our discussion of the bill 
in the Legislative Assembly.  It obviously came from the upper house.  Did it come from the government?  
Which member promoted this change?  I am not a legal person - far from it - but, to me, a memorial represents a 
component of memory.  My concern about a notification is that the memory of the relevant event, deed or 
whatever it is will be lost.  Can the parliamentary secretary give us an assurance that a notification will enable a 
lasting memory of the events, whatever they may be?  In this case we are talking about residue management 
issues.  Does notification have a component of memory to carry the residue management notice through?  For 
instance, if I were a future purchaser of some land, I would certainly want to know that there was memory in the 
system of there being chemical residue on that land.  I am not sure that notification would provide that memory.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The member asked a number of questions and I will try to deal with them in order.  The 
first question related to where this change came from.  The proposal came from Landgate, which wanted 
consistency with its practices.  The minister supported this change.  A notification will stay in place for as long 
as a residue management notice stays in place.  In a sense, it is independent of a memorial, which is registered on 
the title to land.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  Just so that I can be crystal clear about this, if I can be, I confirm that a memorial is a 
registered charge on land.  A memorial places restrictions on what can be done with the land.  Would a 
notification also be registered on the title and would it have the same effect as a memorial?  Would a notification 
bind someone and place restrictions on what can be done with the land, as a memorial does?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The member’s understanding of a memorial is quite correct.  It is like a mortgage or debt 
on the land that is specific to the land.  A notification is simply a notice to people that there is a residue 
management notice in place.   

Mr G.M. Castrilli:  Is it registered on the title like a memorial?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It is a notification, but it is registered on the title.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  To confirm that point, is the notification registered on the title?   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  Will it have the same effect as a memorial in placing restrictions on what can be done 
with the land, or will it go one step further and stipulate that further actions must be taken to remedy certain 
situations?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  A notification stays in place as long as a residue management notice is in place, but the 
owner of the land can still deal on the title.  A memorial has the same effect as a mortgage or debt - it needs to be 
cleared before a person can deal on the title.  A notification would not prevent dealing on the title, but while the 
residue management notice was in place, the new owner would have to meet the requirements of that notice.   

Mr T.R. Sprigg:  But it is registered on the title. 
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Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Yes. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 30 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I seek a simple clarification all to do with the same issue.  This amendment allows for clearing 
and lifting.  It is about when the notification comes off the title and the residue notice is cleared.  Is that all this 
amendment will achieve? 

Mr M.P. Whitely: Yes. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Leave granted for amendments 31 to 34 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendments 31 to 34 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 35 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  This once again will completely delete a clause.  I have two questions: first, why has this 
clause been withdrawn; and, secondly, what clause will replace it? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It has been removed because it is unnecessary to use a memorial to register the existence 
of a residue management notice; and the relevant clause is clause 55. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I am confused.  Clause 55 is the one we are deleting, and the parliamentary secretary said that 
it will be replaced by clause 55.  Which clause replaces it? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  My apologies.  Clause 55 is not replaced.  The clause is no longer necessary, as it is not 
necessary to use a memorial to register the existence of a residue management notice. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  However, we must have notification.  We must have a clause that says we are removing 
“memorial” and replacing it with “notification”.  I am unclear about which clause affects the issuing of a 
notification.  Going back to the clause that we dealt with four clauses ago and the discussion on notification and 
memorial and vice versa, can the parliamentary secretary explain what we are achieving with a memorial?  I 
think we need a clause that allows the issuing and fixing of a notification.  Where is that clause? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Information that relates to the memorial and everything that needs to be said about a 
notification is either in clause 54 or clause 101, which deals with an approved form of memorials and notices. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  More confusion!  What we have done is struck out the terminology “memorial”.  We did that a 
little while ago and replaced it with “notification”.  In clause 51, about which we had some considerable debate 
and input, we deleted “memorial” and inserted “notification”.  If we go over the page to this new clause to be 
deleted, which is clause 55, above that is clause 54 that refers to the registration of a memorial.  Should it not be 
the registration of a notification?  How can a notification be registered if this clause refers again to a memorial?  
We intend to delete clause 55 dealing with land, which the parliamentary secretary just told us we do not need 
because we are not dealing with memorials anymore, but we are dealing with notifications.  The parliamentary 
secretary needs to clarify the conflict that I see between the need to register a memorial, which the parliamentary 
secretary tells me is not necessary, and what Landgate wants.  This is all to do with Landgate.  I can see that we 
have a bit of a problem. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Amendments 32 and 33, which we have already dealt with, changed where appropriate 
the term “memorial” to “notification”.  Therefore prior amendments actually changed the heading and the 
content of subclauses 54(1) and 54(2) where appropriate.  Clause 54 now no longer deals with “memorial” but 
deals with “notification”. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  It does not say that; does it?  We have dealt with amendments that have deleted clauses and 
replaced words.  There should have been an amendment to deal with clause 54, which refers to the registration of 
a memorial.  As I see it, we are using the terminology “notification”, but we are now talking about “memorial”.  
I suggest that clause 54 be amended to be in synch with clause 51 and also -  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  It has been amended. We are now dealing with amendment 35.  We have dealt with this in 
past amendments and it was altered in past amendments. 
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Mr G. SNOOK:  I see; my apologies.  I am sorry for the confusion.  I get the point now.  However, did the 
parliamentary secretary answer my question about why this amendment was needed?  I think that was the 
question I posed. 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes, I have. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I understand that the minister -  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Thanks for the promotion, by the way! 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Sorry, I elevated the parliamentary secretary. 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  I have your vote; have I? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I can see where we have agreed to change “memorial” to “notification” in clause 54, which 
was dealt with before clause 55.  This amendment will now delete clause 55.  However, is there not still the issue 
of dealing with certain land; and does the parliamentary secretary not have to work through the process, now that 
he has changed “memorial” to “notification”?  Will clause 55 not work through the process, so that, instead of 
the words “A memorial in respect of land lodged under section”, the bill should refer to a notification in respect 
of land lodged?  I suppose that some of the opposition’s confusion is in working through the process of dealing 
with certain land now that it is a notification rather than a memorial.  Does the parliamentary secretary have an 
explanation for why that is not needed in a process in any way?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Clause 55 dealt only with memorials.  We do not need it for notifications.  “Notification” 
has a different status.  It does not prevent dealing with land, as can a memorial if the obligation is not cleared.  
The notification continues to operate; it does not prevent dealing with land.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 
Leave granted for amendments 36 to 44 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendments 36 to 44 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 45 made by the Council be agreed to.  

Mr G. SNOOK:  I would like a broad explanation of the need for the insertion of subclause (2).  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Amendment 45 adds a new subclause to clause 94 to make it clear what powers may be 
exercised if remedial action is taken in the event of failure to comply with obligations under the act.  

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I presume the reference to director general is the director general of agriculture.  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes.  

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  Does the same requirement apply to public land as well as to agricultural land?  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 46 made by the Council be agreed to.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendment 47 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Is this amendment sought to make the clause more reasonable?  On the face of it, it looks as 
though it is a bit more conciliatory or more reasonable in its approach. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I think the member’s assumption is entirely correct.  It removes specific reference to a 
cheque bouncing.  If the person’s cheque bounces, the normal and criminal recourse occurs as a consequence of 
the cheque bouncing.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 
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That amendment 48 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Are these lines correct?  Some of the line numbers in the bill that I have been working from 
since we heard the second reading speech do not align with what is referred to in the amendments.  Is that 
because of action taken in this place?   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  It is due to earlier amendments and the bill being reprinted.  

Mr G. SNOOK:  Is it because of the rejigging of the line numbers in the reprint?   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes.  

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  When the parliamentary secretary moves the amendment, it might be handy if he gives a 
short explanation to save opposition members asking about every amendment.  Obviously, this amendment 
removes clause 97(1)(a).   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Yes, it is to delete clause 97(1)(a).  

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  Paragraph (a) states - 

(a) is to provide that, after it is registered, the Registrar of Titles is not to register any instrument 
to transfer the land; 

What kind of instrument is in question there?   

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  I advise the member for Moore that the notice paper refers 
to which reprint of the bill we are dealing with.  This is bill 118-2, the current print of the bill.  It is noted on the 
bottom of the page on the front of the bill.  

Mr P.D. Omodei:  I understand that those lines are to be deleted.  I am interested in what the instrument is.   

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Members, nobody is on his feet.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The Leader of the Opposition is asking me a question.  

Mr P.D. Omodei:  I want to know what kind of an instrument would be registered.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Transfer is an example of the instrument.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to.  

Leave granted for amendments 49 to 52 to be considered together.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendments 49 to 52 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to.  
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 53 made by the Council be agreed to.  

Mr G. SNOOK:  Why does the government want to delete “powers” and insert “functions”?  I see the value of 
having powers as part of what the legislation can do.  It is enabling legislation; it will give the minister power or 
will enable him.  The amendment refers now to inserting “functions”.  Functions do not, in my view, enable the 
minister to do anything.  It is a describing action, not an enabling action.  It seems that there would still be the 
need to include the word “powers” to enable functions to be commissioned so that the minister can have the 
power to deliver.  What is the parliamentary secretary’s explanation?  Will not the amendment result in a 
diminishing of power?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  No, on the contrary.  Under the Interpretation Act, the term “functions” has a broader 
meaning.  It means both powers and obligations.  By changing it to “functions” rather than “powers”, it specifies 
the rights and obligations that the director general will have. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Leave granted for amendments 54 to 57 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 54 to 57 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  
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That amendment 58 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Once again, I would like an explanation of the need for a change of wording in this subclause, 
which inserts the words “land document”.  I see what those words mean according to the amendment.  However, 
will the parliamentary secretary give us an overview of why this inclusion needs to be in the legislation?  What is 
it to achieve? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Landgate had some concerns that this was previously handled in a haphazard manner.  
Now a clear definition is given of the meaning of “land document” and of what it means to register a land 
document. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

Leave granted for amendments 59 to 62 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 59 to 62 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 63 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  This is a deletion and an insertion.  Proposed subclause (3) states that the Registrar of Titles 
“may” register a document.  The parliamentary secretary will remember the long and arduous struggle that we 
had about the use of the words “the minister shall” or “this shall happen”, or “this may happen” or “that may 
happen”, or “this could happen”, and how I felt that there was a need for certainty in these things to ensure that 
functions “shall happen”, “will happen” or “must happen”.  Now we have gone back to the wording that “The 
Registrar of Titles may, on the lodging of a land document”.  Is this just a little slip-up in the drafting in going 
back to the habitual usage of the word “may”, or in this case would I be correct in assuming that the word should 
be “shall” instead of “may”? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Again, Landgate desired this change.  Under the Transfer of Land Act, “may” actually 
applies as an obligation.  I can understand that in a plain English sense the word is misleading, but, as defined 
under the Transfer of Land Act, it imposes an obligation.  It has the same effect as “must”. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  Can we have some more clarification of that?  I understand, from a legal sense, that “shall” 
is different from “may”.  “May” gives an option to the registrar, so that he may not register the document.  If that 
is the case, under what conditions would the registrar not have to register that document? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  All other legislation that imposes an obligation on the Registrar of Titles uses the same 
terminology.  Therefore, we will not be the odd one out in this case. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Landgate must have had some input into the original drafting, I assume, because this is its area 
of interest; that is, lodging documents and registering them on the register of land titles.  I get a little poison blind 
here at times - that is an agricultural saying - when we are going through all these alterations.  However, the bit 
that we are deleting, if I am correct - please correct me if I am wrong - is lines 18 and 19, and we are inserting 
the provision containing the word “may”.  I will read out what we are removing -  

When a memorial or notice is lodged under this Act, the Registrar of Titles must register it . . .  

It does not say “may”.  The old bit says “must register it”.  The new bit that we are putting in is that “The 
Registrar of Titles may, on the lodging of a land document” register the document.  The parliamentary secretary 
can see where my query comes from.  I cannot see the logic of it.  I am not saying it is deliberate; I am simply 
saying that when a layperson reads a document, and he understands what the words “shall”, “must” and “will” 
usually mean in the English language, he will think that it is imperative and that something will occur, yet for 
some unknown reason we are going back to the word “may”.  From the parliamentary secretary’s response, I am 
not convinced about the legalities, and I need to be reassured about that. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It has the same implication as it does in all other legislation in which the word “may” 
appears.  If the member has identified a fault, it is a fault with other legislation.  Landgate was late with its input, 
and it was not provided until the legislation moved into the Council; hence the number of changes relating to 
Landgate requests. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  The parliamentary secretary is telling me that Landgate had no input into the drafting or the 
consideration of aspects of the original draft bill that came before us to be second read and to be dealt with in 
this house; only at a late stage did it have any input into a bill that has such important effects on the registration 
of people’s land titles.  The parliamentary secretary is saying that Landgate did not have anything to do with the 
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original draft of the bill and that the only time it provided any input was at the conclusion.  I find that quite 
amazing.  As I think the parliamentary secretary said in his second reading speech, this bill will result in a 
dimensional change to the way in which agriculture is managed, and that new management regime will have 
impacts on people in agriculture and on government agencies that deal with the Department of Agriculture and 
Food.  In fact, the whole structure of the Department of Agriculture and Food is being rejigged and changed.  I 
find it amazing that a department that is as important as the former Department of Land Information - it is now 
Landgate - has not had any input into this legislation and that “must” means the same as “may”. 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  I note your comments. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  The parliamentary secretary is saying that under this proposed new amendment, the word 
“may” means the same as “must”. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  No 

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  If the answer is no, then “may” and “shall” obviously have two different meanings and 
have two different effects.  I am not a lawyer; I am a layperson.  The amendment states that “The Registrar of 
Titles may” register a document.  The parliamentary secretary said that it imposes an obligation on the Registrar 
of Titles.  The obligation might simply be that the registrar has to consider it, and in considering it, he may or 
may not determine one way or another what action will be taken.  I want to know whether the parliamentary 
secretary can make it crystal clear that “may” in this context means exactly the same as “shall”, and that it places 
the same obligations upon the Registrar of Titles.  Can the parliamentary secretary give us a firm commitment on 
that? 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  No; I am advised that it does not.  What particular concerns does the member have about 
the consequences? 
Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  It is some time since we debated this.  If I remember, a basic problem is that any action 
or circumstance affecting somebody’s land really needs to be placed on the title.  That is what the opposition 
argued before.  We are talking about payments - 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  By interjection, if it wasn’t to be registered, it wouldn’t impinge upon his rights; it would 
actually give him a lucky break. 

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  The proposed amendment states - 

The Registrar of Titles may. . .  

The parliamentary secretary said that “may” has the same legal effect and creates the same legal obligations as 
“shall”, and then he said that it does not have the same meaning or effect.  As I read it, the parliamentary 
secretary says that the word “may” places an obligation upon the Registrar of Titles, but the obligation may 
simply be that he has to consider what sort of action he needs or wants to take.  That may be the extent of the 
obligation; I understand that.  That does not mean that the Registrar of Titles, after considering what action he 
may or may not take, is actually obliged to take any action. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It is theoretically possible that the Registrar would not do it.  I cannot envisage any 
circumstances under which he would not, but, if he did not, it would not disadvantage the landowner; it would 
actually advantage him. 
Mr P.D. OMODEI:  It is not a question of being pedantic.  I will give the parliamentary secretary a hypothetical 
case.  If someone had residual organochlorine or organophosphate on his property, whether as a result of 
spraying a crop or of Western Power or SECWA spraying around power poles, and he sold that property without 
the Registrar of Titles having lodged a land document on that order or notification, many might describe that as a 
lucky break.  However it surely holds open to litigation a landowner who sells a property if, down the track, the 
buyer discovers that he has bought a piece of land with chemical contamination.  That is why it is probably 
important that the parliamentary secretary makes very clear the real meaning of “may”.  If it gives the Registrar 
of Titles some flexibility, it might be seen as a lucky break for some, but in fact it could come back and become 
a nightmare for the person who has transferred the land. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  I think we have a problem.  The parliamentary secretary is not listening; I know he has to take 
advice, but I am not filibustering or being stupid or pedantic.  This is a real problem.  We have just agreed to 
delete “memorial or notice” from this clause.  We have agreed to that because the parliamentary secretary 
explained that it was all fine.  We are using the terminology “land document”.  We have debated the difference 
of meaning between “notification” and “memorial”.  We are trying to say - the parliamentary secretary said it 
himself - that Landgate had no input into the drafting of this clause in the original bill, and yet it has had - 
Mr M.P. Whitely:  It had informal input. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  It had informal input into the original bill? 
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Mr M.P. Whitely:  It expressed the view that it was basically happy with the broad direction. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  That is a bit of input.  Landgate had a bit of input into the original bill.  It must have been 
fairly comfortable with its informal input into the wording of “memorial or notice”, which we have just removed.  
We will instead use the phrase “land document”, which the parliamentary secretary has told us means the same 
thing.  I say again that the original clause states at lines 18 and 19 - 

When a memorial or notice. . .  
It is not “memorial or notice” anymore; it is a land document, according to the amendment - 

. . .the Registrar of Titles must register it. . .  
The inclusion of “must” makes it clear that there is an obligation upon the Registrar of Titles to do that.  It is 
vitally important that this be done.  I think the whole thing will be open to challenge, because it removes the 
essence of compulsion, which is necessary.  We have argued for a long time that these notifications, memorials 
and now land documents, need to be registered on the title.  The only person who can do that is the Registrar of 
Titles.  The parliamentary secretary, his party and the government were happy with the original draft.  It went to 
the other house and now it has been sent back.  This was not changed by the opposition or the government; the 
parliamentary secretary has told the house that the changes were initiated by Landgate.  It said that it wanted this 
amendment.  I respect the people at Landgate; they do a pretty good job.  However, Landgate was not here when 
we debated the meanings of “shall”, “must”, “will” and “may”.  We wanted to make the provision more 
enforceable through the use of the word “shall”, instead of “may”, “might” or “could”. 
Mr P.D. Omodei:  If you’re going to enforce it on the landholder, enforce it on the government.  I presume that 
is what the other debate was about. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  That is right; consistency across the board for all land, whether it is owned by the private 
sector or by the public sector as crown land.  I make this appeal to the parliamentary secretary; this is not a 
smart-alec move.  I point out that we are starting to lose the essence of what we have tried to achieve 
collectively, which is to ensure that land documents - formerly land notices, titles, or memorials - must be 
registered.  Might I suggest that we need to look at amending that word?  It can be simply done.  I cannot see a 
problem, unless the parliamentary secretary’s advisers can give him a good reason for not doing this quickly 
now.  I will leave it in the parliamentary secretary’s hands.  I think this is something that snuck under the covers.  
We are really opening this up and losing the concept of what we are trying to do, which is to protect the interests 
of landowners, prospective purchasers, or people who trade in land, so that there is the capacity to achieve what 
we sought to achieve in our amendments and in the original drafting.  This is what we are trying to achieve.  The 
government did not object to it when the bill went through.  The bill went to the Legislative Council, and as the 
parliamentary secretary said, the changes did not come from either the government or the opposition, but from 
Landgate.  If that is the case, I think Landgate has probably made a genuine mistake and does not understand the 
essence of what we have tried to achieve on a collective basis.  We have to make sure that there is a registration 
of these sorts of interests in land.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Would members be happy if I postponed this amendment and came back to it at a later 
date?  I understand that it is the only place in the bill where this issue arises.  We could make progress and come 
back to it at a later date.  I move - 

That further consideration of amendment 63 made by the Council be postponed. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I think that is a very good idea.  I am quite happy with that; it makes sense.  As I said, we are 
genuinely trying to get this into a good, workable form.  If time is needed for experts to look at this, let us give 
them that opportunity.  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  I understand that it is consistent with other legislation that uses the same terminology, so if 
the problem exists in this bill, it exists elsewhere.  However, let us postpone the amendment. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I hear what the parliamentary secretary is saying, but I am talking about consistency in this 
bill.  This amendment is making a quantum change in the way in which agriculture is managed in this state.  It 
has gone through a very exclusive consultative process.  I am very happy for the amendment to be held over -  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  It will give me an opportunity to provide a more satisfactory answer to your question. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  Yes.  I would genuinely be happy to have a briefing on the matter.  We will not get through all 
these amendments today, because I have some substantial issues to raise about some of the major changes.  
However, I agree that we should postpone the amendment. 

Question put and passed; further consideration of the amendment postponed until a later stage of the 
sitting. 
Leave granted for amendments 64 to 70 to be considered together. 
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Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 64 to 70 made by the Council be agreed to.   

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 71 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  We seem to be giving the poor old Registrar of Titles a good old bash here, when that is not 
the case.  The amendment seeks to delete the following provision -  

(i) the Registrar of Titles, or an Assistant Registrar of Titles, that any person’s name appears in 
the Register under the Transfer of Land Act 1893 . . .  

Can the parliamentary secretary outline to the house the reason for this deletion? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The simple answer is that the provision is unnecessary.  A provision already exists under 
section 239B of the Transfer of Land Act 1893 for documents and print-outs that set out matters at a particular 
time to be certified and sealed for use as evidence in court.  As a consequence, clause 123(1)(b)(i) of the bill will 
be deleted because it is unnecessary. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 
Leave granted for amendments 72 to 87 to be considered together. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendments 72 to 87 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move -  

That amendment 88 made by the Council be agreed to. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  This is where we start to get into new ground with the Western Australian Agriculture 
Authority.  I know that reference is made to it later in the bill, but, by my observation, this is the first time it is 
mentioned.  The amendment seeks to delete the reference to the minister and the Western Australian Agriculture 
Ministerial Body and insert “Western Australian Agriculture Authority”.  For the benefit of some members of 
this place who do not understand it - I am one member who would like a bit more explanation - can the 
parliamentary secretary explain the need to change the name from a ministerial body to an authority?  Over a 
number of years there have been considerable changes to the names of many government departments and 
agencies.  We are talking about establishing for the first time in agriculture a Western Australian Agriculture 
Authority.  That will probably have quite significant implications.  The traditional functions of other government 
departments that have become authorities have certainly changed. 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  The Department of Agriculture and Food is not becoming an authority. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I did not say that, but if I did, I apologise.  I am alluding to the difference between a 
ministerial body and an authority.  The Western Australian Agriculture Authority will sit under the Department 
of Agriculture and Food.  I and other members on this side of the chamber would like an explanation and a 
definition of the structure of the authority and how it will differ from the role, structure and composition of the 
ministerial body.  Are there parallels in the structure, composition and functions of those two bodies? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The simple answer is yes.  The name “Western Australian Agriculture Authority” is 
being substituted for the “Western Australian Agriculture Ministerial Body”.  The plain English explanation is 
that the name change will give a clear indication that the authority will exercise its functions, powers and 
obligations in its own right and separate from the minister.  That is the basic rationale behind the name change.  I 
am a little unclear about the question.  Does the member want me to go through the original rationale for 
establishing the ministerial body, or just the rationale for the change of name? 

Mr G. Snook:  The change of name, yes. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The change of name will largely avoid confusion and will give a clear indication that the 
authority will exercise its functions and powers in its own right.  Does the member want me to explain - 

Mr G. Snook:  For the record, yes, please. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Can the member outline some of the aspects that he would like explained? 
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Mr G. SNOOK:  I think I understand the role, structure and functions of the ministerial body.  However, I am a 
little hazy about its trading powers and its ability to receive and disburse income and profits.  I understand that it 
can manage new technology.  It will principally ensure that the Western Australian public, through the 
department and the minister, has an appropriate organisation to properly manage and secure technology such as 
plant breeds and species that are developed by the Department of Agriculture and Food.  I understand - the 
parliamentary secretary can correct me if I am wrong - that that is what the ministerial body was going to do.  
The ministerial body was described as a body corporate, so it was to be an entity.  Now it will be renamed so that 
it is an authority.  That raises a range of questions.  Will this authority have a higher capacity for autonomy in 
managing, training and developing technology, or whatever function it is going to perform?  There would be 
some confusion by members of the public and the farming community between the ministerial council and the 
ministerial body.  I guess that is part of the reason why the name may have changed.  I would like the 
parliamentary secretary to explain clearly to the house the corporate roles of this corporate entity that will now 
have its name changed to an authority. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It is set out in clause 152.  The change of name has not changed the powers of that 
ministerial body.  Now they will be called the powers of the authority.  The rationale is simply to avoid the 
confusion that the member alluded to when he talked about the distinction between the minister and what was to 
be called the ministerial body.  It will be given a clearer, plain English understanding that the authority is 
separate and exercises its powers in its own right.  As I said, it is set out in clause 152.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  This is the area of the bill that I have some concerns about.  As a matter of fact, I have 
some concerns with the whole of the bill, not necessarily shared by some of my colleagues.  I see this bill as 
setting up a whole new bureaucracy.  We already have biosecurity measures in place in Western Australia that 
deal with animal diseases, pests and chemical residues.  In the case of the new Western Australian Agriculture 
Authority, we are setting up a corporate body within the Department of Agriculture and Food that has the power 
to acquire things, to own intellectual capital and a range of other things that I believe can be done by the private 
sector or by our universities.  That already happens in a range of things.  In most cases the biosecurity and 
quarantine section of the agriculture department has done as much as possible to ensure that diseases are kept to 
a minimum.  I had a visit from the agriculture department last week to assess the chemical residue - 
organochlorines and organophosphates - on my property, which was put there by me when the agriculture 
department recommended I spray for grasshoppers and things like that.  The agriculture department made a lot of 
recommendations about the use of chemicals back in the 1960s and 1970s.  The farmers who used those 
chemicals are now paying the price for it.   

The reason I have a difficulty with this bill is that the same laws that have been promulgated through this 
legislation and regulations do not apply to the public sector in the same way they apply to the farming sector.  
We are about to penalise the agricultural community yet again.  It is yet another imposition on agriculture in 
Western Australia when the current structure would suffice.  If there are cases of mad cow disease or foot-and-
mouth disease, obviously those things become evident and are dealt with under the structure that is in place at 
the moment.  If it comes to footrot in sheep or Johne’s disease, either the ovine or bovine types, the horse has 
virtually bolted and the agriculture department has failed.  This new authority will not claw that back, whether it 
be footrot or Johne’s disease.  The major diseases that are out there at the moment that could cripple the 
agricultural industry are foot-and-mouth disease and mad cow disease. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  Creutzfeldt-Jakob. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  That is a disease that is found in human beings.  I was trying to think of the proper - 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Bovine spongiform encephalopathy. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I thank the parliamentary secretary.  He could be a farmer yet!  It is incumbent on us as 
legislators to ensure that we do not impose any greater burden on the community and that we make that work 
well.  I am sure that is the object of the exercise.  I need to remind members in this place that the unbelievable 
impositions that have been placed on farmers, whether it be by WorkSafe or by new water regulations that the 
Minister for Water Resources is imposing on farmers, are just another burden.  In the end, the farmer gets to a 
point where he says, “Enough is enough.”  A lot of farmers, particularly in the south west of Western Australia, 
the high rainfall area, where they are struggling to make a living, are about to say, “Enough is enough.  I will 
plant trees on my farm.”  The environmental impact of that would be huge from the point of view of drift to 
vineyards, drift to other crops, cutting off water supplies and creating a situation where dams will not fill.  There 
is a very big difference between having wall-to-wall plantation and a normal forest.  Even when those normal 
forests were there, there was a very low flow of water in those agricultural areas, a matter that the Department of 
Environment and Conservation, the Department of Water and the ministers of the crown are not cognisant of.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  The agriculture authority will not sit inside the Department of Agriculture and Food; it 
will sit outside it.  I imagine it will be totally autonomous.   
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Mr M.P. Whitely:  Yes.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  There have to be benefits to the authority being established other than just a change of 
name.  It must have an identity to make people aware that there is a difference.  Surely there must be some legal, 
compliance or operational benefits.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  An example was the capacity, with the approval of the Treasurer, for the authority to enter 
into business arrangements with private individuals and private companies.  That is the benefit the authority 
gives people.   

Mr P.D. Omodei:  Why?  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  People might want to enter into a joint venture where there is a mutual benefit - for instance, 
commercialised wheat breeding.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  What about the authority’s rights and obligations?  Is there any difference between that 
and what the department could do?  Are there any rights and obligations that the authority has to comply with 
that are different from what the department has to comply with?  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  I just gave examples of those. 

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  I am talking about obligations, duties and responsibilities, not additional powers.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  We already have a separate body corporate under the existing legislation.  The director 
general of agriculture is established as the body corporate.  It has all the obligations of a body corporate.  The 
authority will replace that structure.  The authority will carry with it all the obligations that exist on an 
incorporated entity.   

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  The obligations of the Western Australian Agriculture Authority are no less than what 
the department of agriculture or the director general of agriculture has at this particular point.  Is the authority 
able to shirk or get away from any responsibilities that the department of agriculture or the director general have 
in terms of its performance, powers, duties or responsibilities?  That is what I am trying to identify.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  No.  

Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  So it has completely the same responsibility.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  It does not remove any obligations.   

Mr G. SNOOK:  The parliamentary secretary said that a body corporate is in place now that obviously the 
director general is part of.  Could the parliamentary secretary outline to the house the structure of that body 
corporate?  Who is on that body corporate, how does it function and what is its role?  It is important that we 
know that, because this authority will replace it.  I ask the parliamentary secretary to explain to the house the role 
that the body corporate plays.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The director general, as an incorporated body, is one person.  It is an empty corporation.  
I have already explained the benefits of the name, of having an authority.  It will be clearer that it stands aside 
from the minister.  I refer to clause 152, which outlines the powers of the authority and the things that the 
authority will be able to enter into.  I have outlined the advantages, such as the ability to enter into partnerships 
with private individuals and businesses to better facilitate research.  That is one benefit from establishing the 
authority.   

Mr G. SNOOK:  We currently have a body corporate of one person, who is the director general.  The body 
corporate functions under current legislation.  Now we are going to have an authority.  Will the authority consist 
of more than just the minister?  Will it include the director general?  Who will make up this authority?  As the 
parliamentary secretary said, the draft bill outlines the powers of the minister.  I cannot see an amendment that 
will change the reference to the powers of the minister.  I do not know whether the bill should be amended to 
refer to the powers of the authority or whether we should just assume that the authority is the minister.  I would 
like the parliamentary secretary to explain who will make up this new authority, who will chair it, who will run it 
and how it will function.  I know that it will do all the things that the parliamentary secretary spoke about, such 
as dealing with business concerns and other such functions.  That is very broad and open.  If the minister is 
empowered to do that, that will obviously be a change from the original idea of having a body corporate under 
the director general.  Is it correct that the authority will come under the minister, or will it remain with the 
director general?  Will it involve one person or more than one? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It will be an empty corporation.  It will not have members in the way that a company has 
shareholders.  It will be governed entirely by the minister.  The purpose of establishing the authority is to allow 
the minister and the government to do things in a better way than through a body corporate.  I have outlined what 
those things are.  I spoke about partnership agreements, the conduct of research and the like.   
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Mr G.M. CASTRILLI:  Will it be a vehicle through which the minister can do certain things that he would not 
normally be able to do under the current structure?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Some things can be done under the existing structure.  The director general acts as a 
body corporate.  We are expanding some of the functions.  There is a change in name and a change in substance.  
A later amendment deals with the change in substance, which I think is where members might want to head.  The 
change in name, which is what we are currently dealing with, will simply make it clearer that the authority is a 
corporation.  That is the reason for the change of name.  Members perhaps might like to deal with that when we 
get to the later amendment.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  An explanatory note on the setting up of the authority would probably have been helpful.  
Clause 152 talks about acquiring leases, licences and intellectual capital as well as transferring and disposing of 
shares.  The Department of Agriculture and Food currently undertakes research and trials on a range of things - 
on crops, animals or whatever.  I could be convinced on this point - although I doubt it.  The authority is 
obviously being set up to allow the Department of Agriculture and Food in Western Australia to enter into 
similar arrangements as the CSIRO, which goes into partnership with the private sector and universities to 
conduct research and to develop new crops and new processes that are for the benefit of agriculture.  However, 
why would we want to create another body to do things that can be done by the private sector?  I heard one of 
the advisers say that one thing it could do is to breed wheat.  Private enterprise companies currently breed wheat.  
If the parliamentary secretary is saying that the Department of Agriculture and Food is about to have a corporate 
body that will embark on research into genetically modified crops and will hold extensive trials of that in 
Esperance or somewhere like that, then I might change my mind, but I cannot see that happening under the 
government’s current policy.  I do not understand why the government needs to set up a corporate structure.  If 
the Department of Agriculture and Food has any intellectual knowledge that it has gained through its trials or 
research, surely that would be shared with the private sector.  That already happens now.  Farmers in the 
wheatbelt get on a bus and go from farm to farm.  Each farmer tells the rest of the group about the excellent 
things that are happening.  There are a huge number of organisations, such as the Mingenew-Irwin Group, the 
Liebe Group, Evergreen Farming and the Western Australian Farmers Federation - although WAFF does not get 
involved in those sorts of things - 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Can I interject on a procedural matter?  We want to wrap up fairly soon.  This amendment 
and the next couple of amendments deal with the title.  As the parliamentary secretary said, we will then get on 
to amending the purpose of the authority.  I do not want to get into that. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I am not filibustering.   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  You are not.  All I am asking is whether you are happy to cut off the debate here or whether 
you are happy to deal with the title issues before we finish.  We can then leave the amendments on the purpose 
of the authority for a week or so.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I am happy to do that.  I am driving home tonight, so I do not really want to be here any 
longer than necessary.  I am not sure whether I will be here to take part in the debate when it resumes.  However, 
I am confident in my colleagues’ ability to continue the debate.   

In this day and age, I do not think that we should be setting up any new body to undertake things that the private 
sector can undertake.  I want an assurance from the parliamentary secretary about who will run the show.  If it 
will be the minister, why would a minister of the Crown do deals with the private sector?  There are a whole 
range of questions.  There are questions about the membership of the authority, its liability and all those sorts of 
things.  The setting up of a new agriculture authority is a very important issue.  I do not think that farmers are 
clamouring for any more authorities to be set up.  They are involved in a pretty difficult world of competition at 
the moment.   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The simple answer is that the authority will not be set up to restrict the opportunities of 
the private sector or to govern its operation.  The authority is simply being established to provide a means 
through which the government can work better with private industry.  There will be no great administrative 
burden as such.  If it does not exercise those functions, it will simply be an opportunity that has been forgone.  It 
will not impinge upon the opportunities of the private sector to engage in research.  It simply gives an 
opportunity for government, if the member wants a specific example, to better work with the private sector.  Far 
from diminishing the private sector’s opportunities, it is simply giving it another avenue. 

Mr P.D. Omodei:  I am not saying it will diminish them.  Are you saying they are necessary? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Yes. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 
Leave granted for amendments 89 to 93 to be considered together. 
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Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I move - 

That amendments 89 to 93 made by the Council be agreed to.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr M.P. Whitely (Parliamentary Secretary). 
 


